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ABSTRACT 
 
Many empirical correlations have been proposed to correlate cone penetrometer (CPT) variables with 
standard penetration test (SPT) N-values. These correlations were developed using global databases 
and often for specific drilling methods, and therefore the suitability of their application to the soil 
deposits found in the Canterbury region and the local drilling methods is unknown. This research 
attempts to address this problem by evaluating the applicability of existing CPT-SPT correlations using 
data collected from adjacent borehole and CPT soundings at over 150 locations across the 
Canterbury region. Along with soil type, SPT N-values, and hammer energy efficiencies, the database 
included field records, allowing for careful screening of each datapoint for effects such as heave and 
artesian conditions. The Jeffries and Davies correlation provided the best representation of the 
dataset, however significant spread in the data and a second order bias was evident. The effect of 
different drilling methods was investigated, with approximately half the borehole database using the 
rotary sonic method, and the other half the direct push method. This comparison showed that drilling 
method may be affecting soils with lower N60 values, and affecting the correlation bias for certain soil 
types. Overall, these results indicate that there may be a need for the development of a correlation 
specific to Canterbury soils and the drilling methods most commonly used in the region. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Many empirical correlations have been proposed to correlate cone penetration test (CPT) variables 
with standard penetration test (SPT) N-values. Existing correlations between CPT and SPT commonly 
relate the ratio of the CPT tip resistance (qc, qt) and SPT blow count (N60, equivalent blow count for a 
hammer energy efficiency of 60%), to grain size characteristics (D50 or fines content) (eg. Robertson et 
al. 1983), soil behaviour type index (Ic) (eg. Jeffries & Davies 1993, Robertson & Cabal 2012), or a 
constant value for certain soil types (eg. Robertson et al. 1986). In this paper correlations based on Ic 
are investigated further as Ic can be computed directly from CPT sounding data. These correlations 
were developed using overseas databases and often for specific drilling methods, therefore their 
suitability for use in the soil deposits found in the Canterbury region and the local drilling methods is 
unknown. This research attempts to address this problem by evaluating the applicability of selected 
existing CPT-SPT correlations using data collected from over 150 locations across the Canterbury 
region. 
 
 
2 SITE INVESTIGATION DATASET 
 
The dataset presented in this paper was obtained from co-located boreholes and CPT soundings at 
167 locations across Canterbury, with the majority of sites from within the city of Christchurch. All 
testing was carried out by the same organisation and the same approach to testing was applied at all 
locations. Details of the methodology applied to each site investigation technique are outlined in the 
following sections. 
 
 
2.1 Cone penetration testing 
 



The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) is an increasingly popular site investigation technique worldwide 
due to its ability to provide a continuous record stratigraphy and soil properties. It has been shown that 
good repeatability can be achieved if standard procedures are followed rigorously. Both CPT and 
CPTu soundings in this database were performed according to ASTM D5778-12 (ASTM 2012) and EN 
ISO 22476-1 (2012). 
 
2.2 Drilling methods 
 
In this database direct push (dual tube), rotary coring and rotary sonic drilling methods were used in 
103, 7 and 57 boreholes respectively. Given the relatively small number of rotary coring tests, the 
focus here is the other two methods. Both methods use an inner and outer casing, and the leading 
edge of the outer casing has a cutting shoe designed to penetrate through soils. The kerf of annular 
material (i.e. soil > sample diameter and < outer casing diameter) is displaced during the advance. A 
small length of soil is also retained within the cutting shoe during inner tube withdrawal and this helps 
ensure the soil in the sample/test zone (ahead of the casing) is not subject to disturbance by 
mechanisms such as hole heave, unbalanced hydrostatic heads and/or suction pressures. 
 
2.2.1 Direct Push – Dual Tube 
 
The method of advance is a combination of static and dynamic push without rotation provided by a 
hydraulic top hammer with an operational frequency of 0-1200 bpm. Two tubes are advanced 
simultaneously without the requirement of any drilling fluid (other than water added within the tubes to 
counter hydrostatic pressure). During advance the soil enters the inner tube and this tube is 
subsequently withdrawn to the surface.  The outer tube remains in place and provides hole support 
during any down the hole in-situ testing (i.e. SPT). Post sample recovery and any testing, the inner 
tube is then lowered back into the outer tube and then both tubes are advanced to the next 
test/sample interval. 
 
2.2.2 Sonic – Dual Tube 
 
The method of advance is by dynamic push with or without rotation provided by a top drive frequency 
source with an operational frequency of 40 – 140 Hz. Two tubes are advanced simultaneously with or 
without the requirement of any drilling fluid (other than water added within the tubes to counter 
hydrostatic pressure). In the event drilling fluid is introduced to aid drilling it is via radially positioned 
ports approximately 200 mm above the leading edge to help ensure the soil in the sample/test zone 
(ahead of the casing) is not subject to jetting/washing disturbance. During advance the soil enters the 
inner tube and this tube is subsequently withdrawn to the surface. The outer tube remains in place and 
provides hole support during down the hole in-situ testing. Post sample recovery and any testing, the 
inner tube is then lowered back into the outer tube and then both tubes are advanced to the next 
test/sample interval. This methodology differs slightly from other sonic methods, which require the 
outer tube to be advanced after following sampling. 
 
2.3 Standard Penetration Testing 
 
Despite its poor standardisation, repeatability and reliability, the SPT remains one of the most 
commonly used in-situ tests in many parts of the world because of its low cost and simplicity. 
Extensive database and experience have been developed and many empirical correlations have been 
developed between SPT N-values and engineering properties of soils. This method is still commonly 
used in Christchurch as it can characterise and penetrate shallow and deep gravel deposits that 
prevent the advance of CPT soundings, the borehole provides physical samples, and there is a history 
of its use in design in the region. 
 
As different hammer and triggering systems were used in the tests throughout the database, the 
energy for each system was measured in calibration testing, with efficiencies ranging from 75-102% of 
the theoretical maximum. SPT tests were carried out using either a Raymond split spoon sampler or a 
60° solid cone in accordance with NZS 4402.6.5.1:1988 (SNZ 1988). The effect of these two different 
methods of SPT testing is investigated here. The NZ standard sampler dimensions differ slightly from 
the ASTM standard sampler dimensions (ASTM 2011) that were used in the development of the 
correlations presented in this paper.  



The corrected SPT blowcount (N60) was calculated by modifying the raw SPT N-value to account for 
rod length and hammer energy efficiency. The inner borehole diameters for the direct push (54.6 mm) 
and sonic (95 mm) methods both required no correction.  Additionally, no sampler correction factors 
were applied (Skempton 1986). 
 
 
3 DATASET DEVELOPMENT 
 
CPTu measurements and static borehole water table measurements were used to define the 
watertable depth at each location. In order to compare the CPT sounding data and N60, the mean of 
each CPT variable (qc, sleeve friction (fs) and Ic) was determined over the 300 mm length of each SPT 
test (excluding the seating drive) as indicated in Figure 1a. The majority of datapoints fall in the Ic 
ranges for clean to silty sand range (1.31 – 2.05) and silty sand to sandy silt range (2.05 – 2.60).  
 
In order to refine the overall dataset, the following filters were applied: 

 Only locations where CPT soundings and boreholes were spaced between 1 and 6 m apart 
were used to reduce the effect of horizontal inhomogeneity (reduced spacing between these 
test locations did have a significant effect on the results presented here). 

 All incomplete SPT drive lengths were removed (ie. those with less than 450 mm total 
penetration). 

 All SPT readings of zero were removed. 

 SPT tests in gravels were removed.  

 Use of field records allowed for screening for effects such as heave and artesian conditions. 
 
Ic values and soil types identified in the borehole logs were compared, and those with significant 
differences in soil behaviour type and logged soil type were discarded as it was assumed these were 
influenced by lateral variability. Figure 1a also indicates the potential variability of the CPT sounding 
data within each SPT test range, which could be a possible source of error in the comparison. To 
account for this, a final screening of the database removed datapoints with excessive variability in qc. 
By applying these filters to the data a total of 495 datapoints were used in further analysis. 
 

 
Figure 1. a) calculation of CPT parameters based on SPT test location. b) performance of Jefferies 
and Davies algorithm for US database (adapted from Jefferies & Davies 1993) 
 
 
4 CORRELATIONS 
 
The two correlations presented here use the soil behaviour type index (Ic), These are the modified 
version of the Jefferies and Davies (1993) correlation from Lunne et al. (1997): 
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where all variables have been defined previously. The Jefferies and Davies correlation is applicable to 
all soil types, and they used 195 data pairs to independently validate this correlation using mud rotary 
boreholes at all these test locations (Jeffries and Davies 1993). Data pairs are presented in Figure 1b, 
indicating the amount of scatter in the data, with most datapoints within a +-50% range of the 1:1 line. 
They highlighted a possible second order bias for N60 values above 25, with the correlation 
underestimating the measured N60 values.  
 
 
5 RESULTS 
 
The performance of each correlation for the overall database is initially presented, providing a 
combined representation of multiple drilling methods and SPT testing approaches. Following this, 
reduced datasets are presented to highlight the influence each of these on each correlation 
performance. To further assess the applicability of the selected correlations to the soil deposits typical 
of the Canterbury region, it is of interest to evaluate how bias varies with a number of testing variables.  
Bias characteristics are presented as the difference between the estimated N60 and the measured N60 
values (ie. N60 estimated – N60 measured). Using this approach, a bias greater than zero is an 
overestimation of the measured N60 value, and a value less than zero is an underestimation.  
 
5.1 Overall database  
 
Figure 2 and 3 indicate the performance of each correlation for the overall database of CPT-SPT 
pairs, with the data presented here limited to a maximum N60 of 50. The comparison between the 
estimated and measured N60 values in Figure 2 clearly demonstrates the significant spread in the 
data, with a large number of datapoints outside the lines representing ±50% of the 1:1 relationship 
across the range of measured N60 values. Both correlations also have similar coefficient of 
determination (r

2
) values, indicating that both provide a fairly weak representation of the dataset.  

 

 
 
Figure 2. Comparison of estimated and measured N60 for the overall database. a) Jefferies & Davies 
correlation, b) Robertson & Cabal correlation. Coloured dots indicate soil behaviour type index ranges 



 

 
 
Figure 3. Comparison of N60 bias and measured N60 values for the overall database. a) Jefferies & 
Davies correlation, b) Robertson & Cabal correlation 
 
A better representation of this comparison is provided by the characteristics of the bias in the data 
compared to the measured N60 values in Figure 3. The bias in the Jeffries and Davies (J&D) 
correlation in Figure 3a shows a slight overestimation for low N60 values, and another rise in the bias 
around a measured N60 of 20. However, for measured N60 values above 25 the increasingly negative 
bias indicates an underestimation by this correlation (which is similar to the second order bias 
originally identified by Jeffries and Davies as indicated in Figure 1b). Figure 3b shows that the 
Robertson and Cabal (R&C) correlation tends to overestimate the measured N60 values for values 
below 30, where the positive bias is larger than the J&D correlation. Above an N60 of 30 the measured 
N60 values also tend to be underestimated by the R&C correlation.  
 
These initial comparisons show that both correlations may not be able to accurately estimate the 
measured N60 values in this dataset, and the development of an improved correlation may be 
necessary. However, as the J&D correlation seems to provide a better representation of the measured 
N60 values it is the focus of the remainder of the paper. 
 
5.2 Sonic drilling method 
 
The majority of boreholes using sonic drilling methods carried out SPT testing using the Raymond split 
spoon sampler, therefore the focus of this first reduced dataset are these two variables. Figure 4a 
compares the estimated and measured N60 values using the J&D correlation for the 167 points in this 
dataset. The coefficient of determination reduced relative to the overall database, indicating that the 
J&D correlation may be providing a poorer representation of this dataset. Comparison with Figure 2a 
shows that the majority of datapoints above the +50% line in the overall database are also 
represented in this reduced dataset, indicating that N60 values are being significantly overestimated in 
a number of cases.  
 
5.3 Direct push drilling method 
 
The majority of boreholes using direct push drilling methods carried out SPT testing using a 60° solid 
cone, therefore the focus of this second reduced dataset are these two variables. Figure 4b compares 
the estimated and measured N60 values using the J&D correlation for the 207 points in this dataset. 
The coefficient of determination increased relative to the overall database, indicating that the 
correlation may provide a better representation of this reduced dataset. Visual inspection of Figure 2a 
and 4b clearly shows the reduction in the spread of the datapoints for this reduced dataset, with much 
fewer outside ±50% of the 1:1 relationship, and less evidence of overestimation of N60 in the 5-25 
range. 
 

 
 



 
Figure 4. Comparison of estimated and measured N60 values using the Jeffries and Davies correlation. 
a) Sonic drilling and Raymond split spoon sampler SPT test. b) Direct push and solid cone SPT test 
Coloured dots indicate soil behaviour type index ranges 
 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of N60 bias and measured N60 values using the Jeffries and Davies correlation. 
a) Sonic drilling and Raymond split spoon sampler SPT test. b) Direct push and solid cone SPT test 
 
5.4 Correlation bias 
 
The bias in the J&D correlation data, again represented as the difference between the estimated and 
measured N60, is presented in this section for the sonic drilling and split spoon sampler SPT test, and 
the direct push drilling and solid cone SPT test. If both datasets demonstrate different correlation bias 
characteristics when compared to a number of measured variables (N60, qc, Ic) then this may be 
evidence that drilling method is affecting the measured N60 values. 
 
Figure 5 compares the bias in the J&D correlation data with the measured N60 for both datasets. Both 
datasets have similar characteristics for N60 values above 25, with a negative bias showing that the 
correlation underestimates the measured values, and this underestimation increases as N60 increases. 
However, there is a clear difference in the bias characteristics for the lower measured N60 values. 
There is little bias in the direct push and solid cone SPT test data for measured N60 values below 20 in 
Figure 5b, with this bias shifting from positive to negative over this range. A more obvious bias in the 
data is evident for the sonic drilling and split spoon sampler SPT test data, tending to overestimate the 
N60 values in this range. A possible reason for this and the increased spread in the data in Figure 4a 
may be the disturbance created by the sonic drilling method in these softer soil deposits, reducing the 
measured N60 values relative to other drilling methods. Further study is warranted to understand these 
effects further. 
 



The bias in the J&D correlation data is compared to the measured qc in Figure 6. For both datasets 
there seems to be a relatively small bias in the data for qc values less than 10 MPa. Above this range 
a positive bias develops for the sonic drilling and split spoon SPT tests, with the drop in bias at higher 
qc values possibly resulting from a of lack of data at higher qc values. The opposite occurs for the 
direct push and solid cone SPT tests, with a negative bias developing at higher qc values. As qc 
increases there seems to be an increase in the spread of the bias for both datasets. This comparison 
also indicates that the direct push drilling dataset has a larger number of datapoints for qc values 
below 10 MPa, and it would be useful to increase the sonic drilling dataset in this range. 
 
The bias in the J&D correlation data is compared to the soil behaviour type index (Ic) in Figure 7. 
Above an Ic of approximately 1.7 there seems to be no significant bias for the direct push and solid 
cone SPT tests, suggesting that this drilling method may not have a clear influence on different soil 
types. There seems to be an underestimation of the measured N60 for silty sand-sandy silt (Ic = 2.05-
2.6) for the sonic drilling method, with the majority of datapoints in this range having a negative bias. If 
this was due to drilling method, then the sonic method may be improving the soil properties in this 
range, given there is no clear bias for the direct push method in this range. For clean sand-silty sand 
deposits (Ic = 1.31-2.05), Figure 7a shows that a positive bias develops as Ic reduces, indicating an 
overestimation of the measured N60 values. Figure 4a shows that the clean sand-silty sand points with 
significantly overestimated N60 values had measured N60 values less than 20. Therefore, the sonic 
drilling method may have a negative effect on these soils with reduced fines content, leading to this 
positive bias. This effect may be related to pore pressure generation and the use of drilling fluids in 
sonic testing. Again further research is needed to assess these effects. 
 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of N60 bias and qc using the Jeffries and Davies correlation. a) Sonic drilling and 
Raymond split spoon sampler SPT test. b) Direct push and solid cone SPT test 
 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of N60 bias and soil behaviour type index (Ic) using the Jeffries and Davies 
correlation. a) Sonic drilling and Raymond split spoon sampler SPT test. b) Direct push and solid cone 
SPT test 
 
 
 



6 CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper addresses the applicability of selected existing CPT-SPT correlations for use in the 
Canterbury region using a database from over 150 locations. Initial comparisons of the overall dataset 
highlighted the significant variability in estimated and measured N60 values for both correlations 
presented in the paper. Of the two, the Jeffries and Davies correlation provides a better 
representation, albeit with some clear issues. The second order bias that was originally identified by 
Jeffries and Davies is again evident in the database presented here, leading to conservative estimates 
of the N60 values for stiffer soil deposits. 
 
A large dataset of sonic drilling using a Raymond split spoon sampler based SPT test, and direct push 
drilling using a solid cone based SPT test were compared in order to show if drilling method had any 
effect on the correlation bias. More scatter was evident in the sonic drilling data compared to the direct 
push method. Correlation bias characteristics suggest that sonic drilling may be affecting soils with 
lower N60 values, and affecting the correlation bias for soil types that have no clear correlation bias in 
direct push test data. These results seem to suggest an influence of drilling method on SPT testing, 
and further research into this effect would be appropriate. It would be important to include the effect of 
different sonic drilling methods, as these may have a different effect on the soils being tested. 
 
Overall, these results indicate that both correlations may not be appropriate and there may be a need 
for the development of a correlation specific to Canterbury soils and the drilling methods most 
commonly used in this region.  
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